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Chapter 3

Methods of Cognitive Neuroscience



Overview

• Cognitive Psychology and Behavioral Methods
• Studying the Damaged Brain
• Methods to Perturb Neural Function
• Structural Analysis of the Brain
• Methods for the Study of Neural Function
• The Marriage of Function and Structure: 

Neuroimaging
• Brain Graphs
• Computer Modeling
• Converging Methods



Cognitive Psychology: Mental Representations

• Information processing depends on 
internal representations (a 
presentation to the mind in the 
form of an idea or image).

• Examples of internal 
representations are beliefs, 
thoughts, concepts, desire, 
perceptions etc.

• One example of  mental 
representation undergoing a 
transformation is when a person 
mentally rotates an object.

• These mental representations 
undergo transformations.



Stages of Memory

1. Encode: The participant must identify the visible target.

2. Compare: The participant must compare the mental representation 
of the target with the representations of the items in memory.

3. Decide: The participant must decide whether the target matches one 
of the memorized items.

4. Respond: The participant must respond appropriately for the 
decision made in step 3.



Common Cognitive Tasks: Letter Matching

(a) Two letters are presented and the participant makes a speeded same-different 

response by pressing one of two buttons. The definition of “same” and “different” is 

manipulated across different blocks of the experiment. (b) The relationship between the 

two letters is plotted on the x-axis. This relationship is the independent variable: the 

variable that the experimenter is manipulating. Reaction time is plotted on the y-axis. It is 

the dependent variable, the variable that the experimenter is measuring.



What we learned from this experiment

Posner and Keele (1986):

 Letter-matching task with two letters separated by brief 
interval

 Participant had to indicate if they were the same letter

A-a = yes

A-A = yes

A-M = no

 If letters were the same visually (A-A), participants were faster 
than if the letters were not the same visually (A-a).

 Physical representations are activated first, then phonetic 
representations, and category representations last.



Time yourself as you work through each column, naming the color of 
the ink of each stimulus as fast as possible. 



Common Cognitive Task: Stroop task

• Assuming that you do not squint to blur the words, it should be 
easy to read the first and second columns but quite difficult to 
read the third.

• When students are engaged in the task, they will find that even 
though word information is irrelevant to the task, they cannot 
help being influenced by it.



Neurological Dysfunction

Degenerative disorders of the brain.

(a) Normal brain of a 60-year-old male. (b) Axial slices at four sections of the brain in a 

79-year-old male with Alzheimer’s disease. Arrows show growth of white matter lesions.



Neurological Dysfunction

Vascular disorders (e.g. Stroke) of the brain.

(a) Strokes occur when blood flow to the brain is disrupted. This brain is from a person 

who had an occlusion of the middle cerebral artery. The person survived the stroke. After 

death, a postmortem analysis shows that almost all of the tissue supplied by this artery 

had died and been absorbed. (b) Coronal section of a brain from a person who died 

following a cerebral hemorrhage. The hemorrhage destroyed the dorsomedial region of 

the left hemisphere. The effects of a cerebrovascular accident two years before death 

can be seen in the temporal region of the right hemisphere.



Traumatic Brain Injury

Trauma can cause extensive destruction of neural tissue. Damage can arise from the 

collision of the brain with the solid internal surface of the skull, especially along the 

jagged surface over the orbital region. In addition, accelerative forces created by the 

impact can cause extensive shearing of dendritic arbors. 



What we learned from this patient

• (a) In this brain of a 54-year-old man who had sustained a severe 
head injury 24 years before death, tissue damage is evident in the 
orbitofrontal regions and was associated with intellectual 
deterioration subsequent to the injury. 

• (b) The susceptibility of the orbitofrontal region to trauma was 
made clear by A. Holbourn of Oxford, who in 1943 filled a skull with 
gelatin and then violently rotated the skull. Although most of the 
brain retains its smooth appearance, the orbitofrontal region has 
been chewed up.

Severity of traumatic brain injury (TBI) is linked to severity of deficits 
in social processing.



Lesion Studies

• Surgical ablation: Removal or destruction of tissue

• Lesion due to injury or disease: stroke, TBI, gliomas

• Artificial lesions: TMS allows for temporary artificial lesions



Patient monitoring: Seizure Disorder

Electroencephalographic recordings from six electrodes, positioned over the 

temporal (T), frontal (F), and occipital (O) cortex on both the left (L) and the right (R) 

sides. (a) Activity during normal cerebral activity. (b) Activity during a grand mal 

seizure.



Epilepsy

Epilepsy is a seizure disorder in which reoccurring seizures are the 
main symptom and are caused by an abnormal discharge of 
electrical activity from the neurons in the cerebral cortex.

Types of seizures:

Grand Mal: involves total body convulsions, also known as tonic-
clonic
Petit Mal: involves isolated body part convulsion, also known as 

focal
Absent Seizures: Patient becomes unresponsive, and has no 

memory of occurrence
Appears to be daydreaming but cannot awake.
Very rare



Single and Double Dissociations

In the single dissociation, the patient group shows impairment on one task and not on 

the other. 



Single and Double Dissociations

In the double dissociation, one patient group shows impairment on one task, and a 

second patient group shows impairment on the other task. Double dissociations 

provide much stronger evidence for a selective impairment. 



What we learned from this experiment

A single variable affects one expression of memory, explicit or 
implicit, but not the other.
Double dissociations: A single variable has opposite effects on 

explicit and implicit memory.
–

• Demonstrate that the two processes are mediated by separate 
brain systems. 



Correlation and Causation: PTSD and Brain Size



Correlation and Causation: PTSD and Brain Size



Exploring the relationship between posttraumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD) and hippocampal size.

• Scatter plots illustrate the relationship of symptom severity in 
combat veterans with PTSD to (a) their own hippocampal volumes 
and (b) the hippocampal volumes of their identical twin brothers 
who were not exposed to combat. Symptom severity represents the 
total score received on the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale 
(CAPS).

Three core features of PTSD are re-experiencing, avoidance, and 
extreme arousal. 

Stress via excess glucocorticoids appears to induce atrophy in 
hippocampal volumes in depressed individuals, and in combat 
veterans with or without a history of posttraumatic stress disorder.



Neurosurgery

• Deep Brain Stimulation

Surgical implants of a 
microelectrode directly in the 
brain: STN (the subthalamic
nucleus) and Gpi (the internal 
segment of the globus
pallidus ) in the basal ganglia 
are common sites of 
implantation.



Pharmacology: Blood–Brain Barrier (BBB)

Blood–Brain Barrier (BBB)

Composed of BBB-endothelial cells, astrocyte end-feet, and 
pericytes (PCs)

Tight junctions form a barrier to selectively exclude foreign 
substances

Protects the brain from most compounds: hormones, proteins, 

Maintains a constant environment for the brain by regulating the 
chemical composition of the extracellular fluid surrounding the 
brain cells.



Neuropharmacology

Methods of administration of substances into the brain:

 Intracerebral Administration: administration of a substance directly 
into the brain.
 Intracerebroventricular (ICV) Administration: administration of a 

substance into one of the cerebral ventricles.
 Intranasal Delivery: to target therapeutic agents to the central 

nervous system and treat neurodegenerative disease

For example, L-dopa can cross the BBB and then change into 
dopamine.



Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation

• Used to briefly disrupt cognitive processing

• Greater impact on surface cortical areas 

 Coil placed over target brain region
 Cognitive failures recorded

 Interrupts functioning of the brain in the 
region of interest by sending a magnetic 
pulse to that region



TMS over the occipital lobe.

• The center of the coil is positioned over the occipital lobe to disrupt 
visual processing. The participant attempts to name letters that are 
briefly presented on the screen. 

• A transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) pulse is applied on some 
trials, either just before or just after the letter. 

• The independent variable is the time between the TMS pulse and 
letter presentation. Visual perception is markedly disrupted when 
the pulse occurs 80–120 ms after the letter due to disruption of 
neural activity in the visual cortex. 

• There is also a drop in performance if the pulse comes before the 
letter. This is likely an artifact due to the participant blinking in 
response to the sound of the TMS pulse.



TMS: Functional knockdown



Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS)

Low-level currents that result in action potentials under the anodes.

 Increasingly used in treatment for neuropsychiatric disorders.

 Involves low-level currents that result in action potentials under the 
anodes.



Genetic manipulation:
Fear conditioning in knockout mice

Brain slices through the hippocampus, showing the absence of a particular receptor in 

genetically altered mice (CTX = cortex; DG = dentate gyrus; ST = striatum). (a) Cells 

containing the gene associated with the receptor are stained in black. (b) These cells 

are absent in the CA1 region of the slice from the knockout mouse. 



Genetic manipulation of fear conditioning

Fear conditioning is 
impaired in knockout mice. 
After receiving a shock, the 
mice freeze. When normal 
mice are placed in the 
same context 24 hours 
later, they show strong 
learning by the large 
increase in the percentage 
of freezing responses. This 
increase is reduced in the 
knockout mice.



Genetic manipulation: decision-making

(a) Participants were divided into three groups based on a genetic analysis of the COMT gene. 
They performed a decision making task and a model was used to estimate how likely they were 
to explore new, but uncertain choices. Those with the met/met allele were more likely to 
explore compared to those with the val/val allele. (b) Allele differences in the DRD4 gene 
influenced the level of conflict-related activity in the anterior cingulate cortex (region 
highlighted in yellow-orange).



Advantage and disadvantage 
of genetic manipulation

Advantages:

1. Enables us to better understand how a similar gene may cause or 
contribute to disease in humans.

Disadvantages:

1. The lack of adult mice limits studies to embryonic development.

2. The gene may serve a different function in adults than in developing 
embryos. 

3. It may fail to produce observable change in a mouse or produce 
different characteristics from those observed in humans. 



Optogenetics

• Optogenetics uses light to control neurons which have been 
genetically sensitized to light. It is a neuromodulation method 
employed in neuroscience that uses a combination of techniques 
from optics and genetics to control and monitor the activities of 
individual neurons in living tissue—even within freely-moving 
animals—and to precisely measure the effects of those 
manipulations in real-time. 

• The key reagents used in optogenetics are light-sensitive proteins. 
Spatially-precise neuronal control is achieved using optogenetic
actuators like channelrhodopsin, halorhodopsin, and 
archaerhodopsin, while temporally-precise recordings can be made 
with the help of optogenetic sensors for calcium, chloride or 
membrane voltage.



Light turn on/off

Hippocampal neurons

Amygdala activated



(a) Hippocampal neuron that has been genetically modified to 
express Channelrhododopsin-2 (ChR2), a protein that forms light-
gated ion channels. 

(b) Activity in three neurons when exposed to a blue light. The small 
grey dashes below each neuron indicate when the light was 
turned on (same stimulus for all three neurons). The firing pattern 
of the cells is tightly coupled to the light, indicating the 
experimenter can control, to a large extent, the activity of the 
cells. 

(c) Behavioral changes resulting from optogenetic stimulation of cells 
in a subregion of the amygdala. When placed in an open, 
rectangular arena, mice generally stay close to the walls. With 
amygdala activation, the mice are willing to venture out into the 
open part of the arena.



• Boyden and Deisseroth published research on primate brains, 
suggesting these methods could someday be used for clinical 
purposes. 

• ChR2 can be expressed in macaque monkeys to modulate activity in 
specific subsets of neurons, without inducing neuron death and 
immune responses.

In a motor study, they found:

• Direct Pathway Activation: resulted in decreased freezing, fine 
movements, and further ambulation 

• Indirect Pathway: had the opposite result

• Benefits: can use optogenetics to activate neurons in real time. Can 
use an ABA* design since animals can be returned to baseline and no 
permanent lesioning is required (ABA –A=baseline, B-experimental 
condition, A-return to-baseline).



Structural Analysis of the Brain: 
Computed Tomography (CT) 



Computed tomography (CT) provides an important 
tool for imaging neurological pathology.

• As with standard clinical X-rays, the absorption of X-ray radiation in a 
CT scan is correlated with tissue density. 

• High-density material, such as bone, absorbs a lot of radiation and 
appears white. Low-density material, such as air or cerebrospinal 
fluid, absorbs little radiation. The  absorption capacity of neural 
tissue lies between these extremes. 

• (a) The CT process is based on the same principles as X-rays. An X-ray 
is projected through the head, and the recorded image provides a 
measurement of the density of the intervening tissue. By projecting 
the X-ray from multiple angles combined with the use of computer 
algorithms, a three-dimensional image based on tissue density is 
obtained. (b) In this transverse CT image, the dark regions along the 
midline are the ventricles, the reservoirs of cerebrospinal fluid.



Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)



• Magnetic Resonance Imaging exploits the fact that many organic 
elements, such as hydrogen, are magnetic. 

• In their normal state, the orientation of these hydrogen atom nuclei 
(i.e., protons) is random. When an external magnetic field is applied, 
the protons align their axis of spin in the direction of the magnetic 
field. 

• A pulse of radio waves (RF) alters the spin of the protons as they 
absorb some of the RF energy. When the RF pulse is turned off, the 
protons emit their own RF energy, which is detected by the MRI 
machine. 

• The density of hydrogen atoms is different in white and gray matter, 
making it easy to visualize these regions. 

• Transverse, coronal, and sagittal images. (Comparing the transverse 
slice in this figure with the CT image reveals the finer resolution 
offered by MRI.) Both images are from about the same level of the 
brain.



Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)



(a) This axial slice of a human brain reveals the directionality and 
connectivity of the white matter. The colors correspond to the 
principal directions of the white matter tracts in each region. 

(b) DTI data can be analyzed to trace white matter connections in the 
brain. The tracts shown here form the inferior fronto-occipital 
fasciculus, which, as the name suggests, connects the visual cortex 
to the frontal lobe.

 DTI can be used to expose white matter abnormalities. 

 DTI measures water diffusion to demarcate the underlying neural 
structures. 

 DTI tractography can be used to create 3-D reconstructions.

 Free diffusion of water is isotropic.

 Diffusion in the brain is anisotropic, or restricted: it does not diffuse 
equally in all directions.

 Anisotropy is highest in white matter.



Single-Cell Recordings

• Humans: Occasionally 
used in treating epilepsy 
of the  medial temporal 
lobe (MTL)

• Animals: Extensively 
used in a variety of 
visual and auditory 
tasks



Single-Cell Recordings

While the activity of a single 
cell is monitored, the monkey 
is required to maintain fixation, 
and stimuli are presented at 
various positions in its field of 
view. 



Single-Cell Recordings

The vertical lines to the right 
of each stimulus correspond 
to individual action potentials. 
The cell fires vigorously when 
the stimulus is presented in 
the upper right quadrant, 
thus defining the upper right 
as the receptive field for this 
cell.



Electrophysiological methods are used to identify the 
response characteristics of cells in the visual cortex.

Used extensively in animal studies:

A microelectrode is inserted into brain tissue and recordings of 
action potentials can be made from nearby neurons, ideally a 
single neuron.

Recordings are typically extracellular.

The animal can then be presented with various sensory stimuli, 
or trained to perform some task, and the effects on neural 
activity can be monitored.

Advantages: great spatial and temporal resolution

Disadvantages: samples only a very small fraction of a functional 
neural system  



Magnetoencephalography (MEG) as a noninvasive 
presurgical mapping procedure.

This technique measures spatial distributions of magnetic fields 
associated with large populations of synchronously active 
neurons.

 It can measure synchrony or event-related changes in the signal 
like electroencephalography (EEG).

 It has good temporal and spatial resolution.

Signals of interest may be small and difficult to detect; in a typical 
clinical setting the environment may mask the signal.



Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 



Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 



(a) This MRI shows a large tumor in the vicinity of the central sulcus.

(b) Device used to record magnetoencephalogram (MEG) showing 
location of the superconducting quantum interference devices 
(SQUIDS). 

(c) These event-related fields (ERFs) were produced following repeated 
tactile stimulation of the index finger. Each trace shows the magnetic 
signal recorded from an array of detectors placed over the scalp. 

(d) Superimposing the channels establishes that the maximum response 
occurs 97 ms after the onset of the tone.

(e) Results are mapped onto a diagram of a head. 

(f) Inverse modeling showed that the dipole (indicated by LD2) 
producing the surface recordings in part (a) was anterior to the 
lesion. 

(g) This three-dimensional reconstruction shows stimulation of the 
fingers and toes on the left side of the body in red and the tumor 
outlined in green.



Electroencephalography (EEG)



Brain is an information processor
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Spike reception: EPSP,

summation of EPSPs

Spike reception: EPSP



Threshold Spike emission

(Action potential)

threshold -> Spike



How to record EEGs



EEG recordings: summation of dendritic potentials
observable, stable, reliable, and informative 



Electroencephalography (EEG)

Scalp electrodes measure the summed electrical activity of large 
populations of synchronously active neurons.

They reveal changes in signal as a function of mental activity

Changes in synchrony of different populations of neurons

Changes in morphology of EEG signals that are time-locked to 
an event (e.g., a perceptual stimulus); these are called event-
related potentials (ERPs)
EEGs do not pick up electrical firing from individual parts of the 

brain.



Event-related potential (ERP)



Recording an ERP

• The relatively small electrical responses to specific events can be 
observed only if the EEG traces are averaged over a series of trials. 

• The large background oscillations of the EEG trace make it 
impossible to detect the evoked response to the sensory stimulus 
from a single trial. 

• Averaging across tens or hundreds of trials, however, removes the 
background EEG, leaving the event-related potential (ERP). 

• Note the difference in scale between the EEG and ERP waveforms.

Electrocortogram (ECoG) is similar to an EEG, except that the 
electrodes are placed directly on the surface of the brain.



Positron emission tomography (PET)

• Measures blood flow, oxygen use, and sugar (glucose) metabolism

 Involves injection of radio-labeled 
oxygen or glucose into the blood 
stream, and measures the location 
in the brain that this material 
accumulates

Good spatial resolution (~1 cm)
 Low temporal resolution (~1 min at 

best)



Positron emission tomography (PET)

PET scanning allows metabolic activity to be 
measured in the human brain. 

In the most common form of PET, water 
labeled with radioactive oxygen, 15 O, is 
injected into the participant. As positrons 
break off from this unstable isotope, they 
collide with electrons. 

A by-product of this collision is the generation 
of two gamma rays, or photons, that move in 
opposite directions. The PET scanner measures 
these photons and calculates their source. 
Regions of the brain that are most active will 
increase their demand for oxygen, hence 
active regions will have a stronger PET signal.



Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

• Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) Signal, an indirect
measure of neural activity.





Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

The left inferior frontal gyrus in the left hemisphere exhibits greater activity during 

encoding for words that are subsequently remembered compared to those that are 

forgotten. (A = parahippocampal region; B = fusiform gyrus.) 



Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

The parahippocampal region in the left hemisphere exhibits greater activity during 

encoding for words that are subsequently remembered compared to those that are 

forgotten. (A = parahippocampal region; B = fusiform gyrus.) 



Activities over the left visual cortex and right motor cortex are identical following 

words that subsequently are either remembered or forgotten. These results 

demonstrate that the memory effect is specific to the frontal and hippocampal regions.



Functional MRI signal observed from visual 
cortex in the cat with a 4.7-tesla scanner.

Initial dip: The black bar 
indicates the duration of a visual 
stimulus. Initially, there is a dip 
in the blood oxygen level–
dependent (BOLD) signal, 
reflecting the depletion of 
oxygen from the activated cells. 

Over time, the BOLD signal 
increases, reflecting the 
increased hemodynamic 
response to the activated area. 
Scanners of this strength are 
now being used with human 
participants.





Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

• This technique measures regional changes in blood flow.

• Altered blood flow alters the RF signal from active brain regions.

• As blood flow increases, so does the oxygen concentration in the 
blood.  

• Active neurons discard oxygen and become more magnetic, 
increasing the fMRI signal.

• MRI is sensitive to these oxygen concentration changes.

• Excellent spatial resolution (3–6 mm) 

• Poor temporal resolution (on the order of seconds)



Combining Methods

• Enhanced Temporal and Spatial Coding 

Functional MRI showing 
areas of activation in nine 
people during tactile 
exploration with the eyes 
closed. 

All of the participants show 
some activation in the 
striate and extrastriate
cortex. 





Combined use of fMRI and TMS to demonstrate 
the role of the visual cortex in tactile perception.

Accuracy in judging orientation of tactile stimulus that is vibrated 
against the right index finger. Performance is disrupted when the pulse 
is applied 180 ms after stimulus onset, but only when the coil is 
positioned over the left occipital lobe or at a midline point between 
the left and right sides of the occipital lobe.



Advantages and disadvantages
of Combining methods

Combining DTI and fMRI would allow for noninvasive longitudinal 
studies of structure and functional development.

Combining TMS and fMRI allows for real-time modulation of brain 
activity and excellent spatial resolution.

Combining TMS and MEG allows real-time modulation of brain 
activity, “artificial” lesion studies, and localizing pathology.

One benefit of combining methods is that researchers can enhance 
the predictions they might make in regard to development, impacts 
of lesions, and factors modulating cognitive behaviors.



Computational modeling

• Generating Explicit, Testable Theories of Natural Cognition



What is computational neuroscience?

• Computational neuroscience is ‘the theoretical study of the brain to uncover 
the principles and mechanisms that guide the development, organization, 
information processing, and mental abilities of the nervous system.‘

• Computational neuroscience is an interdisciplinary science that links the 
diverse fields of neuroscience, cognitive science, computer science, physics 
and mathematics.

• Computational neuroscience is a subfield of theoretical neuroscience, but 
usually indicating the same meaning. 

• Its ultimate goal is to construct complete, integrative model to explain and 
predict the brain structure and functions. 



The integrated approach



Computational model of episodic memory.

• “Neurons” (represented by blue dots in the figure) in neocortical 
areas A, B, and C are connected in a bidirectional manner to 
“neurons” in the medial temporal neocortex, which is itself 
connected bidirectionally to the hippocampus. Areas A, B, and C 
represent highly processed inputs (e.g., inputs from visual, auditory, 
or tactile domains).

• As the model learns, it extracts categories, trends, and correlations 
from the statistics of the inputs (or patterns of activations) and 
converts these to weights (w ) that correspond to the strengths of 
the connections. Before learning, the weights might be equal or set 
to random values. 

• With learning, the weights become adjusted to reflect correlations 
between the processing units.


